A Modern Approach To Transform Healthcare Through Technology

Today’s healthcare technology organizations face persistent demands to control costs and achieve greater efficiencies, while attempting to invest in strategic initiatives that improve patient outcomes. Leveraging new technologies and innovative approaches is important to meeting those demands. However, with most healthcare IT budgets going toward “keeping the lights on,” pursuing strategic initiatives and new technologies is not happening.* Leidos Digital Health Solutions provide healthcare organizations with the technical solutions, expertise, and return on investment they need to make their budgets go further.

OUR APPROACH

We’re living in highly connected times, yet many healthcare organizations still operate rudimentary technology and fragmented ecosystems. For healthcare to catch up, executives need to push their digital transformation agenda—and need to do so quickly.

For over 50 years, Leidos has developed solutions for federal and civil agencies that have shaped the health and human services industry. Our Digital Health group was created to further support the industry by helping healthcare organizations lower costs, advance security, embrace innovation, and improve patient outcomes through the use of digital modernization services.

* Source: Gartner Healthcare IT Key Metrics Data 2018
OUR SOLUTIONS
Leidos’ Digital Health Solutions can help IT leaders meet the myriad of challenges they face by shifting the responsibilities of technology and infrastructure to a trusted resource. Gain greater efficiencies, reduce operating costs, expand support services, and improve patient outcomes with an experienced partner who understands the challenges and demands your organization faces.

Digital Services
Leverage our talented team, modern technology, and vast operational ecosystem to streamline business processes and reimagine the patient and consumer experience. Whether your needs are around improving access, virtualizing care, integrating systems, enabling mobility or supporting innovation Leidos’ advisory and operational services can help you further your digital transformation strategy.

Data Services
Leveraging data visualization and advanced analytic tools can be impossible if your data is scattered across various systems. Our team can help you integrate your data assets, archive legacy data, reduce support and maintenance costs of legacy systems, and migrate to a data platform that supports data driven decision making across your system.

Advanced Analytics
Get actionable information to aid decision-making. Our experts provide advanced data analysis, identify patterns and relationships in your data, and develop artificial intelligence and machine learning solutions to enable faster, more autonomous data analysis.

Cloud Services
Modernize your infrastructure and applications by leveraging cloud technologies. Leidos offers comprehensive cloud services including strategy development, migration, security, and operations for public, private, or hybrid cloud environments.

Advanced Technologies
Ground-breaking technologies, including robotics, virtual reality, and 3D modeling, will shape the medical world in the coming years. Leidos can help you identify, plan, and implement technologies to lead your organization into the future.

Cybersecurity
The next chapter is to deliver digital Cyber that is business aligned, increases strategic value yet infuses innovative and potent cyber capabilities combined with ML, AI and adaptive security intelligence. Learn how Leidos is leading in transforming Cyber from a “security layer” to a “data/business risk” paradigm. Deter, Detect, Defend and Respond across your enterprise with innovative next era digital cyber capabilities from Leidos.

WHY PARTNER WITH LEIDOS?
Ranked as the 9th largest Health IT Company in the United States and recognized on Healthcare Informatics Top 100 list for 12 consecutive years (2007-2018), Leidos has been making the healthcare world safer, healthier, and more efficient through information technology, engineering, and science for more than 50 years. We are a partner that understands your technology, processes, and culture and provides not just the blueprint for the future, but the plans and resources to get you there successfully.

NEXT STEPS
If your organization is looking to support digital transformation, pursue growth strategies, consolidate infrastructure and applications, or leverage modern technologies, contact us to discuss our range of solutions and how we can help you achieve your goals.
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